
Dear Students, Staff, Administration, Alumni Association, Parents Association, 
St.John Schools and all our stake holders, 
After such trial times with the death of my Grandad, the resignation of our 
Principal, our 1st cycle of accreditation has finally ended today with the exit 
meeting at roughly 6pm. Our students from student council (old and new batch) 

and our staff all stayed behind till the end. We are really thankful for everyone’s cooperation those 
that were on the forefront and those behind the scene. We feel we have gained so much today and 
we are blessed with knowing both the strength and weaknesses of our institution. It is so 
important to see ourselves from an outsider’s perspective if we are ever to grow. It is essential that 
we take all these constructive criticism in a positive way and learn from it. We are fully aware that 
we are very tired but I hope after this respite, a short break, we will come back to the institution 
renewed and ready to reach the platform that has been set for us.  
        The accreditation obviously should be seen as means to step up and not an ending point. It is a 
gateway to reach somewhere higher. The climbing is yet to be done not just by me but all of us 
together. Please do know that the Management and I myself am very proud of all of you and the 
work that you have done as an individual and a team. 
         The team that arrived will be holding only 30% of the marks but it is an essential 30% for an 
institution like St.John because our 70% on datas do not show us in the best light. We are so much 
more than facts and figures which is why I hope that the team’s visitation has impacted our marks 
in a positive way.  
        I know that all of us at college has done really well but I would also like to highlight those not 
belonging to the college, who have performed as well for us to make this visitation a success. I am 
talking about our extended St.John college family Alumni, Parents, Ma’am Akala, Sir Lanu, Miss 
Shipu, Ma'am Asang, Pastor Toshi,  wardens of St.John, Primary Section, school Principal, HS staff 
(helping out in exam duties), HSS office bearers, securities, peons, drivers, sweepers and of course 
our families at home (parents, kids, husband/wife, grandparents, sibling all those completing our 
task for us at home). I am sure you will also know that it was not a one person job and it was 
successful only because of everyone’s little or big contribution before and during this visit. 
        I believe you are wondering what do we do from now onwards. We do not stop, we may pause 
but only for awhile. We should aim higher, we should achieve bigger and we should recognise the 
importance of our team work.  
        When the results do get declared we shall have a thanksgiving ceremony where we can thank 
all of you and especially our Lord for his Grace on us.  I shall end this letter thanking you all again 
and may you all have a good pause. 

Sincerely, 
Mrs. Setuomenuo Ao 

Assistant Director 
On behalf of the Governing Body and the Management


